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[l. THE TRIUMPH OF HERMAN KAHN]

P

ERHAPS NEVER BEFORE or since has one intellectual
treated the work of another with so much open
contempt, as scientist-mathematician James
Newman treated Herman Kahn's On Thermonuclear War in a 1961 epic in the Scientific American. "Is
there really a Herman Kahn?" Newman demanded, and
then went on, "It is hard to believe. Doubts cross one's
mind from the first page of this deplorable book: no one
could write like this; no one could think like this. Perhaps
the whole thing is a staff hoax in bad taste."
There was, and is, a Herman Kahn. But in his presence
it is hard to think of the horror of nuclear war, bleak underground shelter life, firestorms, death, destruction. The
real Herman Kahn is fat, soft, warm, reasonable and fun.
When he talks to you in his heavy big-city gutturals, he
is quick and brilliantly argumentative, reading your
thoughts, anticipating your arguments, almost patronizingly, like a Jewish uncle telling you what the world is
really like. He makes the fallout shelters and the antimissile systems sound very matter of fact, almost pleasant.
If James Newman's language seems moralistic and
somewhat old-fashioned today, it is a mark of the triumph
of the intellectual style that Kahn pioneered. He is today a
respected member of the intellectual community, equally
at home with Robert McNamara or A. J. Muste or Timothy Leary. The Newmans, not the Kahns, are looked
upon today as freaks for their insistence that there is a
moral dimension to the activities of Kahn and his fellows.
In fact, Kahn has literally become institutionalized.
After the publication of his book and the blossoming of
his reputation, Kahn started his own "think tank"—
the Hudson Institute, where he reigns today as director
and resident intellectual godfather. The Institute, like
Kahn himself, is representative of the comfortable liberal
style of the American way of defense. You approach it
along a winding country road through New York's picturesque Westchester County, overlooking the Hudson
River, and find the Institute on the grounds of an old
manorial estate. The main headquarters for the researchers is an elegant Tudor mansion. If you think of war or
weapons at all, it is only because the site reminds you of one
of those OSS training schools out of World War II movies.
The physical comforts are matched by an atmosphere
of intellectual dynamism. In the thickly carpeted interior
of the main house, and in the comfortable offices and
seminar rooms, the staff members—in pipe-smoking,
slacks-and-sweater informality—exchange ideas and spirited dialogue, and work together on group projects to
provide government agencies with far-ranging critiques of
their military posture and strategies.
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The political atmosphere is a practical, tough-minded
liberalism. Many of the staff are highly critical of the general conduct of American foreign policy; some are deeply
opposed to the war in Vietnam. Anthony Wiener, a young
political scientist who came to Hudson from MIT and
who functions as Kahn's assistant director, told me, "We
don't see any contradiction between being opposed to
some aspects of American policy and yet offering our
services to the Defense Department. We think our work
helps improve the intellectual climate around policy decisions, and helps make defense policy more thoughtful."
Wiener and several other staff members, in a group
conversation, supported the opinion offered by Kahn that
the whole desegregation problem in the South could have
been solved if, in 1954, the civil rights organizations had
accepted the offer of Southern governors to start desegregating one grade per year. It was another example of the
pragmatic quality of their liberalism—and of a belief in
techniques and gimmicks as whole solutions to deeprooted social problems.
Kahn seems dedicated to intellectual diversity. Hudson
has had on its staff a pacifist totally committed to a principled non-violent approach to problems of international
security; and on its public advisory board appears the
name of the venerable radical pacifist A. J. Muste. But if
Hudson has some special intellectual qualities, it is not
much different formally from the hundreds of other nonprofit corporations in the defense advisory business that
have come to be known as think tanks. The prototype,
and still the most influential, is the RAND Corporation
of Santa Monica, California, organized in 1946 by Air
Force General "Hap" Arnold. Scientists attracted to the
Air Force during the war were about to get away to
civilian working conditions and pay; with RAND Arnold
found a way to provide these amenities for them and yet
have the results of their work available to the Air Force
on an exclusive basis.
Most of RAND's work for most of its history was for
the Air Force. In the early years, the problems were relatively narrow, technical and weapons-oriented—though
RAND tried to stay several years ahead of current developments. As the Cold War became more expansive and
seemingly permanent, so did RAND; more social scientists came to its beachside California headquarters to
work on the political and economic problems of Cold
War conflict. As of this year, RAND's annual budget is
$23 million, and it has a staff of more than 1100 persons.
Today—with the enormous increase in the defense
budget, the increasing complexity of weapons systems and
the ever-growing need in the Pentagon for brain p o w e r most estimates put the number of "non-profits" doing
business with the Defense Department at about 350. An
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official in the department's division of research and engineering explained simply, "It's a fact of life that we can't
recruit large numbers of scientists to come to work directly
at the Defense Department. The pay isn't adequate, the
civil service procedures are cumbersome and the working
conditions aren't suitable."
In contrast, the think tanks—where senior scholars can
not only make more money than the secretary of Defense
but can combine research help, congenial surroundings
and relief from classroom teaching with a feeling of being
close to the seats of power—fit political scientist Guy
Pauker's description of his employment at RAND:
RAND to me is the ideal place to work. There is
enough academic freedom here to allow you to think
about what you want to, and yet we are policy oriented.
Here you are forced to face reality . . .
It used to be that the think tanks had an exclusive
lawyer-client relationship with one armed service. The
intellectuals' ideas were expected to be consistent with
the existing strategic doctrines of the services which subsidized them. Today, things have changed. Not even
RAND can be written off as merely a pawn of its largest
client, the Air Force. Ideas have proven to be more powerful than organizational loyalties, and it must seem to
some generals that the services have created something
like a Frankenstein. Herman Kahn today is worth his
considerable weight in five-star generals, and the men who
run the Pentagon know it. Defense intellectuals in the
Pentagon send out directives that engender frenzy in
generals like Thomas White of the Air Force who after
retirement wrote in the Saturday Evening Post in 1963:
In common with many other military men, active and
retired, I am profoundly apprehensive of the pipesmoking, tree-full-of-owls type of so-called professional
defense intellectuals who have been brought into this
nation's capital.
But those "professional defense intellectuals"—many
of them RAND alumni who gained their expertise at the
expense of General White's Air Force—have brought a
revolution to the American defense establishment. It was
a revolution born of changes in the technology and economics of modern warfare and by America's emergence
as a self-appointed policeman for the world.
And it was a revolution carried through by the most
unlikely of revolutionaries: a business executive named
Robert Strange McNamara.
[ll. THE MCNAMARA REVOLUTION]
A ppoiNTED
ppoi
AS PRESIDENT of Ford Motor Company

A

the day after Kennedy was elected President
of the country, McNamara had had a meteoric
16-year career with his firm, but no Pentagon

or political experience except a wartime stint as a statistical control officer. No one could remember his ever having
publicly expressed a political idea. Formally a Republican,
he took the Defense job as a managerial challenge (at his
own preference; Kennedy had considered him for secretary of the Treasury).
The challenge had driven half a dozen predecessors into
early retirement and frustration; the first Defense secretary, James Forrestal, became mentally ill and jumped
out of a hospital window. The problem was simply that
American military traditions were still a generation behind
the new military technology and the strategic requirements
of global Cold War.
Until the second World War a traditional aversion to
standing armies had resulted in the existence of a tiny
group of career professionals in each service, developing
separate service traditions and small worlds which were
kept apart from the rest of American society.
After World War II, the sheltered inhabitants of these
tiny worlds found themselves with the responsibility for
maintaining a permanent American military presence
around the world. By 1947, Congress had created a Department of Defense to bring some coordination to the
services, and in subsequent legislation there seemed to be
an abstract interest in unifying the services.
In practice, however, the separate "clubs" continued to
function. Each service had its own propaganda machine
and its own lobby in Congress. Representatives in both
houses became known as "Army men" (or Navy or Air
Force men). Each service fought for its own funds, stressing the value of its own weapons and approaches to war,
so that strategic questions were actually fought out on
the floor as inter-service rivalries. Defense industries
courted the services separately for contracts.
By 1959, a congressional committee found 1400 retired
officers of the rank of major or higher working for the
corporations which received two-thirds of the defense
budget. The largest such corporation, General Dynamics,
employed 187 retired officers, including 27 retired generals
and admirals, and also had on its payroll a former secretary of the Army, Frank Pace. It was in his famous farewell speech that President Eisenhower, sounding startlingly like C. Wright Mills, called the Warning:
In the councils of government, we must guard against
the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether
sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex.
The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power
exists and will persist.
Liberal critics of the defense establishment took their
cue from Eisenhower, and focused not only on the connections between the military and the defense industries,
but on the possibilities for a direct. Seven Days in May
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takeover of the civilian government by the military. Fred
Cook in a long special issue of The Nation entitled "Juggernaut—the Warfare State"—stressed the influence of
the military on domestic life, their growing influence in
policy making, and their associations with the right wing.
Remembering the 1950's liberals' fears of military dominance, it becomes easy to see why McNamara is regarded
in some circles as virtually a Saint George. He arrived at
the height of the liberals' fears and immediately made it
clear to his joint chiefs of staff" that he was running the
show—bypassing them on some questions, overruling
them on others, establishing a firm and authoritative direction. He used the Bay of Pigs fiasco cleverly to discredit
the chiefs, and within a year every one of them except the
commandant of the Marine Corps was gone. By the time
of the Cuban missile crisis, McNamara was in the Navy's
operations center ordering admirals around and telling
them where to place their ships in blockade.
With him to Washington came "McNamara's whiz
kids," out of the universities and the think tanks, to use
their expertise to help whip the generals and admirals into
line. Their basic tool was the economics of defense spending.
At RAND in the 1950's, they had worked out new
statistical and economic techniques for making rational
defense purchases. Sharp civilian aides in the office of the
secretary of Defense, using the techniques of systems
analysis and cost accounting, were able to out-perform
their military counterparts in the selection of the most
rational and efficient weapons systems and strategies.
Whatever the generals thought of them, the "pipe-smoking professors" created a war machine more flexible, more
potent and more politically useful than anything that
could have come out of—or been imagined by—the old
service-club approach of the career men. The defense intellectuals had criticized the previous administration for
having only one insane war plan, a policy of massive
retaliation that left it vulnerable to any political crisis;
McNamara and the whiz kids gave the Kennedy administration a defense establishment that allowed options in its
dealings with the Communist bloc, and added a great
variety of weaponry, tactical forces and techniques to
America's military machine.

challenging commands.
It is a strange new American military establishment. It
combines—as does McNamara himself—power, flexibility, toughness, liberalism, machine-like efficiency and
intellectual curiosity. McNamara himself sometimes seems
more the professor of philosophy than the head of history's largest war machine. He is the man who has stayed
up until late at night arguing about Vietnam and poetry
with Robert Lowell and Yevtushenko. On another occasion—in Robert Kennedy's house—he exchanged views
on the war and international politics with Father Daniel
Berrigan, the Jesuit poet and anti-war demonstrator.
A few days in the rings and corridors of the Pentagon
itself, talking to some of its civilian and military employees,
left me amazed at the ease and the matter-of-fact rationality with which this giant machine operates while it directs
one of the most costly and agonizing of American wars.
There is no sense of urgency or tension, the place is wide
open to anyone who wants to walk around. The security
is far less than at RAND or at any defense plant. In the
enormous main lobby you can get a haircut while waiting
for an interview, buy some flowers and candy, browse in
the Brentano's bookshop among the works of Bernard
Fall and C. Wright Mills and Mark Lane.
A bright, tough, battle-hardened colonel talked to me
about Vietnam, telling me—without any of the cliches
about the nature of the war—how American technical and
firepower superiority is gradually wearing down the Viet
Cong. On his desk were Bernard Fall's The Two Vietnams
and an issue of Viet Report. Was there a special reason
for their being there just then? " N o , " he replied. "I just
read everything I can about Vietnam, whether the writer
is pro- or anti-U.S. policy."
In contrast, a civil servant remembered the Pentagon
under Eisenhower and Secretary Charlie Wilson:
You were afraid to be seen reading The New Republic
or of making any suggestions for changes. You just did
your job and shut up. Today if you are dissatisfied with
things like security regulations you can send a memo
right up to the top that will be seriously considered.
McNamara, more than any single person in Washington, has retained the loyalties of the bright young New
Frontier intellectuals. With domestic Great Society agenI HE WAR IN VIETNAM is truly McNamara's war, no cies and the War on Poverty demoralized and bogged
down in bickering and budget problems. Defense alone
matter what his personal feelings about it are, in
retains the elan of the Kennedy days. It is, one Washington
the sense that he created the machinery that
allows it to be fought. The pre-McNamara Pen- observer told me, "the only place in Washington where
any quality intellectual work is being done."
tagon probably could not have taken on the kinds of
escalation that the Johnson administration has dictated.
Success is catching. The budgeting and cost accounting
And the generals and admirals—however angered and
techniques pioneered by Defense are being used in domesfrustrated they may have been and may still be—have
tic federal agencies, and a number of veterans from the
never had such opportunities for action and such new and
Defense Department are farming out into those agencies
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to supervise the application of these new techniques. Even
more significant and ominous, there is a trend among
many liberals to try to transfer poverty and civil rights
problems, which can't be handled in the context of the
domestic political situation, into the Defense Department.
McNamara and his whiz kids, feeling a missionary spirit,
seem to be willing.
Recently out of the Defense Department and installed
as the second president of the RAND Corporation, economist Henry R. Rowen talked with me about the department and about the style of thinking of the defense
intellectuals of which he is typical. Trained at MIT and
Oxford, Rowen spent several years at RAND working
on systems analysis and defense budgeting, went with
McNamara to Defense, moved to the Bureau of the Budget as an assistant director to install the new analytic
techniques for other agencies, and then returned to RAND.
Tall, thin and athletic-looking, Rowen converses intelligently and courteously, in a style of discourse that forces
classifying him as "liberal"—the style of the "end of
ideology." There are no values that divide reasonable
men, only "problems" for which there are different solutions depending not on values but on analysis and facts.
Issues with the Communist world do not evoke "anticommunism" in Rowen; they are "problems." There was
the "problem" of nuclear proliferation. There had recently
been a Chinese test of a nuclear missile: that was the
"problem of the Chinese missile." A "problem" is by definition, in this usage, something capable of solution in
analytic terms. It is an easy and sometimes imperceptible
step to the idea that any other question is meaningless to
ask about, or to losing track of the thought that some
solutions may be unacceptable for reasons of value that
are not evident within the limits of the technique.
But Rowen has come away from Defense impressed
with the successes of its problem-solving techniques; he
regards the department as "one of the most innovative
institutions in our society," and, like Daniel Moynihan
and others, wants to expand its role in solving domestic
problems in the areas of civil rights and poverty.
Not all the "problems," however, yield solutions. "We
haven't done an especially good job," Rowen told me, "at
understanding revolutionary warfare. We only pay lip
service to the doctrines of counterinsurgency." RAND, he
thinks, can help, being more distant and objective.
Rowen will also move RAND more into the area of
domestic "problems," because he is "struck by the need
for RAND-type analysis of policy problems outside the
area of defense." The decision will make RAND even
more liberal and intellectually dynamic, give it even more
intellectual credentials, and attract even more of the
brighter young university intellectuals.
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[ill. THE REASONABLE MEN]
HE DEFENSE INTELLECTUALS have Created a new
style. But are we safer? Is the society healthier?
Does democracy have a better chance of surviving?
The menace of the military-industrial complex, if not
overblown, was at least not so simple as it was pictured
in 1960. Despite all the facts cited by Fred Cook and
others, the military officers never really established a
stranglehold on political decision-makers. They were reversed on most foreign policy decisions throughout the
Cold War, they didn't like their role in Korea, they didn't
want a limited war in Vietnam. The ethos of professionalism and of keeping the military out of politics, if not
always honored, has nonetheless, considering Cold War
strains, held up pretty well.
More and more, in fact, the military has been forced to
look at things from the civilian perspective. Both the
technological revolution in weaponry and the politics of
America's global posture have worked to eliminate the
need for special military perspectives, traditions and organizations. The traditional military qualities of elan, spit
and polish, chain of command, tight discipline are becoming superfluous in a world where weapons systems are
becoming automated.
The United States still needs foot soldiers by the millions to fight its tough, gritty, conventional wars against
the guerrillas and liberation armies of the hungry world,
but even these soldiers must understand the civilian and
political perspective. They, too, and their officers, must be
oriented by civilian defense intellectuals who understand
that revolutionary warfare is a "problem" that the nation
must learn to deal with.
Old-fashioned notions of warfare—of merely defeating
the enemy in battle—are out; the trend is toward an army
that wins "the hearts and minds" of the people. Out, too,
are the old-fashioned, anti-communist indoctrination sessions of the rightists like General Walker. McNamara and
his whiz kids no doubt had principled reasons for curbing
the influence of the extreme right inside the services, but
from the point of view of the needs of a sophisticated
American posture in the world, it was also a necessity.
An intelligent critic of the war in Vietnam, and a person
highly sensitive to the dangers of a vast military establishment, insisted in a conversation with me on the value of
the "new" Pentagon. Fresh ideas can be considered, he
argued, proposals for disarmament get serious consideration; the test ban treaty was negotiated by an assistant
secretary of Defense. True, the department makes it possible to put 5000 troops into Vietnam at a moment's
notice—and thus fulfills the gargantuan appetite of Lyndon Johnson—but it is also a place sensitive to the dangers
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of nuclear war, a place where no one is going to push the
button in a sudden panic.
"Look at the issues that have come up in the past five
years," he said. "Nuclear war plans, civilian control, the
TFX, the closing of bases. In each of these cases the more
rational, decent approach has won."
It sounds persuasive. Persuasive, too, are visits to places
like RAND, the Hudson Institute and the Pentagoncomforting experiences, in which you meet people who
are reasonable and friendly about their views. You become satisfied that civilized and intellectually honest men
are involved in the processes of decision-making that may
mean life or death for all of us. RAND officials tell you
about their concern for civil liberties and independence;
one of the corporation's China specialists deprecates Rusk
and McNamara as "slightly phobic" about China, and
Norman Thomas, you learn, once delivered a speech there
and received a standing ovation from the staff".
And then there is this feeling that it is all very creepy.
It is too reasonable. Something is wrong. There is something dangerous about a place like RAND, with all of its
comfortable rationality. You remember a conversation
with Amrom Katz, one of RAND's top intellectuals.
Katz, originally an optical physicist, looks like a pintsized Herman Kahn. In his office he is surrounded by
pictures of atomic and hydrogen blasts which he keeps as
reminders of the awesome powers we have to control. He
is a member of the United World Federalists. He takes
part frequently in disarmament controversies and debates.
He is on the editorial board of War/Peace Report. Obviously, he is no mindless hawk.
Now he spends all of his time working on the Vietnam
problem. A few years ago, RAND president Frank Cohlbaum told him that Vietnam was going to be a big problem; Katz had no experience whatever in Vietnamese
alTairs, but he had a reputation as one of RAND's most
original and imaginative thinkers—a real problem solver.
He went to Vietnam.
Now, he says, he is "hooked on Vietnam." He works
both on problems connected with the fighting—he is concerned with the area of tactical air support, which presumably includes the more efficient use of napalm—and
on ways of attaining peace. He sits at his desk, drawing
little diagrams and charts, graphically rendering all the
variables that must go into a peace efi"ort. The mood of
Ho Chi Minh is a box on Amrom Katz's graph.
It all seemed so ordinary, so natural—and that was the
scary thing. The military used to be considered extraordinary in our society, to be endured in times of emergency,
but never to be regarded as healthy. But now, we are
losing the sense of any distinction. A friendly, cheerful
physicist named Amrom Katz is just another intellectual

—another member of the scholarly community—who
happens to have switched his specialty from optics to
killing Vietnamese. He is still a man seeking peace, just
as McNamara.
And yet the cool, arrogant defense intellectuals are
trapped within the confines of their own assumptions,
blind to a stratum of reality that their rational mathematical models do not encompass. Their techniques and their
intellectual methods are capable of solving internal Defense Department problems, or figuring out sophisticated
new nuclear strategies, but they just don't understand the
passions that move human history.
Herman Kahn believes that political gimmickry could
have solved Southern segregation—because he simply
misunderstands the dimensions of the Negro revolution
and the hatred, the sick passions of the white community.
Amrom Katz doesn't understand Ho Chi Minh or the
Vietnamese guerrilla, and so he draws charts in search of
a way to solve the "problem."
One can almost imagine RAND consulting its computers on the civil rights "problem," only to come up with
the answer, "Pay off" all the Negroes and send them back
to Africa." And then, after the initial shock and horror,
the irrepressible minds of the defense intellectuals coming
back to nibble at the edges of the problem, until some
future Herman Kahn writes a book saying, "Well, just
suppose we did . . . "
The American government believes that it can deal with
revolutionary expectations abroad and at home without
radical changes in its own values and without radical
change in the countries where people refuse passively to
accept the burden of history. The American government
believes that it can channel all change, around the world,
into its own approved forms.
These are the views that are bolstered by the defense
intellectuals, the arrogance that is fed by their assumption
that these revolutionary questions are "problems" that
can be dealt with independently of ideology or values.
"Revolutionary warfare is a problem," said the new
president of the RAND Corporation, and I am sure that
it is a sentiment in which our secretary of Defense concurs.
It is no accident that the war in Vietnam has proven to
be the one great blot on McNamara's record, the one area
in which his vaunted techniques have failed. They will continue to fail as long as he and his hired intellectuals continue to see it as merely a "problem" instead of recognizing it as a crisis in American ideology and values—a crisis
which demands that some questions be asked because
decent values demand them, and that some solutions be
rejected not because they are invalid but because they
are wrong.
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Five Poems by Jorge Luis Borges
Translated by Paulina de la Torre and Matthew Zion
Vigil-The Night
He Was Laid in State

La Noche Que En El
Sur Lo Velaron

For Letizia Alvarez de Toledo

A Letizia Alvarez de Toledo

On account of somebody's death
—mystery whose hollow name I possess, whose reality we
do not encompass—
today until dawn a house open in the South,
a remote house that I am not destined to see again,
but waiting for me this evening
with a desolate light through the high hours of sleep,
pallid from bad nights, vivid,
scrupulous of reality.

Por el deceso de alguien
—misterio cuyo vacante nombre poseo, cuya realidad no
abarcamos—
hay hasta el alba una casa abierta en el Sur,
una ignorada casa que no estoy destinado a rever,
pero que me espera esta noche
con desvelada luz en las altas horas del sueiio,
demacrada de malas noches, distinta,
minuciosa de realidad.

To its vigil etched in death I walk
down streets as elemental as memories,
during the abundant time of night,
when life is no more audible
than the vague neighborhood men beside unlit stores
or some solitary whistle in the world.

A su vigilia gravitada en muerte camino
por las calles elementales como recuerdos,
por el tiempo abundante de la noche,
sin mas oible vida
que los vagos hombres de barrio junto al apagado almacen
y algiin silbido solo en el mundo.

Walking slowly, anticipating the long vigil,
I come to the block to the house to the authentic
door I want
and I am received by men obliged to be grave
who shared the years of my elders,
and we level destinies in a furnished room facing the yard
—a yard under the power and integrity of the night—
and we say, because reality is larger, indifferent things
and we are torpid and Argentinian in the mirror
and the mate we share measures vain hours.

Lento el andar, en la posesion de la espera,
Uego a la cuadra y a la casa y a la sincera puerta que busco
y me reciben hombres obligados a gravedad
que participaron de los aiios de mis mayores,
y nivelamos destinos en una pieza habilitada que mira
al patio
—patio que esta bajo el poder y en la integridad de la noche—
y decimos, porque la realidad es mayor, cosas indiferentes
y somos desganados y argentinos en el espejo
y el mate compartido mide horas vanas.

I am moved by the slight manifestations of wisdom
that in every funeral of man are lost
—habits of books, of a key, of a body among o t h e r s recurrent things, irrecoverable, such as were
the precision and friendship of the world to him.
I know that every privilege, though dark, is in the
lineage of miracles,
and especially being able to take part in this vigil,
gathered around something unknown: the Dead Man.
gathered to isolate or to preserve his first night
in death.

Me conmueven las menudas sabidurlas
que en todo fallecimiento de hombre se pierden
—hibito de unos libros, de una Have, de un cuerpo entre
los otros—
frecuencias irrecuperables que fueron
la precision y la amistad del mundo para el.
Yo %€ que todo privilegio, aunque oscuro, es de linaje
de milagros
y mucho lo es el de participar en esta vigilia,
reunida alrededor de lo que no se sabe: del Muerto,
reunida para ihcomunicar o guardar su primera noche
en la muerte.

(The vigil wears down the faces;
our eyes that die on high like Jesus.)
And the dead man, the incredible one?
His reality is under flowers different from him
and his mortal hospitality leaves us
a memory for time to come
and sententious streets in the South for us eventually
to deserve
and a dark breeze for the returning forehead
and this night which frees us from the greatest anguish :
the tedium of the real.
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(El velorio gasta las caras;
los ojos se nos estan muriendo en lo alto como Jesus.)
6 Y el muerto, el increible?
Su realidad esta bajo las flores diferentes de el
y su mortal hospitalidad nos dara
un recuerdo mds para el tiempo
y sentenciosas calles del Sur para merecerlas despacio
y brisa oscura sobre la frente que vuelve
y la noche que de la mayor congoja nos libra:
la prolijidad de lo real.
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